Through its important role in the formation of particulate matter, atmospheric ammonia affects air quality and has implications for human health and life expectancy 1,2 . Excess ammonia in the environment also contributes to the acidification and eutrophication of ecosystems 3-5 and to climate change 6 . Anthropogenic emissions dominate natural ones and mostly originate from agricultural, domestic and industrial activities 7 . However, the total ammonia budget and the attribution of emissions to specific sources remain highly uncertain across different spatial scales [7] [8] [9] . Here we identify, categorize and quantify the world's ammonia emission hotspots using a high-resolution map of atmospheric ammonia obtained from almost a decade of daily IASI satellite observations. We report 248 hotspots with diameters smaller than 50 kilometres, which we associate with either a single point source or a cluster of agricultural and industrial point sources-with the exception of one hotspot, which can be traced back to a natural source. The state-of-the-art EDGAR emission inventory 10 mostly agrees with satellitederived emission fluxes within a factor of three for larger regions. However, it does not adequately represent the majority of point sources that we identified and underestimates the emissions of two-thirds of them by at least one order of magnitude. Industrial emitters in particular are often found to be displaced or missing. Our results suggest that it is necessary to completely revisit the emission inventories of anthropogenic ammonia sources and to account for the rapid evolution of such sources over time. This will lead to better health and environmental impact assessments of atmospheric ammonia and the implementation of suitable nitrogen management strategies.
. The first global distributions 13 and inverse modelling efforts 19 have confirmed the correctness of the location of the large source regions in the inventories, but have also revealed likely underestimates in the magnitude of their emissions, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. A regional study 20 has highlighted the advantage of averaging data to reveal smaller, localized NH 3 point sources, for which there is a single discernible source of pollution. Here we capitalize on nine years of IASI (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer) measurements to produce a global distribution of NH 3 at hyperfine resolution to identify, categorize and quantify the world's main NH 3 emission hotspots, down to the point source, and to benchmark the state-of-the-art emission inventory EDGAR (Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research) v4.3.1 10 .
Using an oversampling approach that exploits the variable spatial extent and coverage of the satellite pixels (Methods), a nine-year global average of daily cloud-free IASI observations was obtained. The global map is shown in Fig. 1a , along with three zooms over South and North America (Fig. 1b) , Europe, northern Africa and Middle East (Fig. 1c) , and Asia (Fig. 1d) . We note that the global map shown in Fig. 1a differs from the first reported global distribution obtained from one year of IASI measurements 13 in several aspects (in addition to the different periods considered for averaging) owing to major improvements in the retrieval algorithm, which takes into account the variable measurement sensitivity between regions 15, 21 . We analysed the map and isolated and identified 248 hotspot locations (Methods; Extended Data Figs. 1, 4; Supplementary Information). These consist of areas of limited geographical extent (<50 km) that exhibit a large local NH 3 enhancement and typically contain one or more closely located point sources. Hotspots were included in the list only if they could be identified unambiguously on the basis of satellite data alone (Methods). 178 regions with enhanced NH 3 columns, but with no clear, well-defined hotspots, were also inventoried (Extended Data Fig. 1 ; Supplementary Information). These source regions correspond to, for example, crop fields, biomass-burning areas, mixed sources, larger hotspots or several neighbouring ones. The largest regions are the Indo-Gangetic Plain, North China Plain and the biomass-burning-dominated West Africa and Amazonia. Regions dominated by biomass burning were mostly excluded from this study because identification of hotspots in such regions is very difficult and because we compare our results with a static-emission inventory that does not include emissions from fires (Methods). The hotspots were further analysed to determine the predominant emitter.
By combining information from visible imagery, publicly available inventories 22, 23 and online sources (Methods), the identified hotspots could be classified in three classes: agricultural, industrial and natural. Illustrative examples are shown in Fig. 2 and detailed figures are provided in the Supplementary Information.
The 83 hotspots in the agricultural class were consistently found to be associated with intensive animal farming, either in the form of open feedlots or within enclosed housings, as identified by aerial photographs. For instance, the localized NH 3 maximum found over Eckley-Yuma (Colorado, USA; Fig. 2a ) can be seen to coincide spatially with two large cattle feedlots. These are situated in a large agricultural region dominated by centre-pivot-irrigated fields, but with much lower average NH 3 concentrations. Bakersfield and Tulare (California, USA) and Torreón (Mexico) are other examples of feedlot-dominated hotspots within a much larger intensive-agriculture region. Milford (Utah, USA), which is located in an otherwise remote mountainous area, is the home of massive pig farms, with associated open waste pits (Fig. 2b) .
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NH 3 emissions associated with poultry housings were also identified, for example, in the Alto Laran district (Peru; Fig. 2c ) or in Basmakci (Turkey), a centre of egg production 24 .
The second class (158 hotspots in total), that of industrial emitters, was in majority traced back to plants producing NH 3 -based fertilizer, for which over 130 sites were found. Well-isolated examples include the plants in Marvdasht (Iran; Fig. 2d ), Pingsongxiang (Shanxi, China), Cherkasy (Ukraine), Sur Industrial Estate (Oman) and Beech Island (South Carolina, USA). Fertilizer plants are often found to be geographically close to their (agricultural) distribution market, such as the plants in the Ferghana Valley (Uzbekistan) and in the Nile Delta (Talkha and Abu Qir, Egypt). These industrial point sources clearly emerge in the nine-year IASI average, despite the already large background concentrations. Many fertilizer plants are also found near coal-related industries (coal mining, thermal power plants, coke production and other chemical coal industries). Secunda (South Africa) is an archetype of such a hotspot. In China, such examples are abundant; for instance, the large industry park in Shizuishan (Ningxia; Fig. 2e ) or the intense hotspot over Zezhou-Gaoping (Shanxi). For these sites, fertilizer production is only part of the total industrial source. Other fainter industrial hotspots were found over nickel-cobalt mines (Moa and Nicaro, Cuba; Fig. 2f ), soda-ash plants (Stuparei, Romania; Fig. 2g ) and a complex of geothermal power plants (The Geysers, California, USA; Fig. 2h ).
The third class includes natural emitters. Natural emissions from oceans, non-agricultural soils and plants represent a substantial part of the total atmospheric NH 3 budget 7 . However, these sources are generally too diffuse to appear as hotspots in the satellite data. Of all the hotspots that were identified, only the one near Lake Natron (Tanzania) is likely to have a natural origin. This hotspot occurs over Natron's main mudflat and may be related to the decay of algae. It is, however, unclear why NH 3 emissions are larger at Lake Natron than at other soda lakes with similar regularly exposed mudflats. Other known natural point sources include seal and seabird colonies and volcanoes [25] [26] [27] . Bird colonies are found in coastal areas and especially at high latitudes. In these areas, satellites are generally less effective as a detection and monitoring tool because of high turbulent mixing (which does not allow NH 3 to build up), high cloud cover and low thermal contrast (Methods). Enhanced NH 3 columns near some volcanoes were found to be associated with fires.
To assess the importance of the different point sources quantitatively, the nine-year-averaged emission fluxes were calculated for all hotspots and source regions using an inverse modelling approach (Methods). We compared these with the bottom-up emission inventory EDGAR (excluding biomass-burning regions, as detailed in Methods, Supplementary Information and Fig. 1 ). To test the validity of our approach, flux estimates from the identified source regions were first compared with EDGAR and are presented in Fig. 3 (diamonds) . For 78% of the source regions, the fluxes agree within a factor of 3 (89% within a factor of 5) and, importantly, when all regions are considered, no major bias is observed.
For the flux calculations of the hotspots, background concentrations were removed to isolate the contribution of the point sources within (Methods). The flux comparisons are presented in Fig. 3 , for agricultural (circles) and industrial (triangles) sources. It is immediately clear that emissions from almost all identified hotspots are underestimated in EDGAR, irrespective of their class. Of the 241 industrial and agricultural hotspots, only 7% agree within a factor of 2 and only one-third within one order of magnitude. 77 hotspots have a nearby local maximum in the inventory and can therefore be considered to be known, albeit with a flux rate that is too low. Representative examples 
shown in Fig. 3 include Sur Industrial Estate and Cherkasy for industry and Tulare and Torréon for agriculture. Many of the (industrial) point sources seem slightly displaced, by at least one EDGAR grid cell, from the identified hotspot centre, which corresponds to about 10 km (for example, Secunda and Beech Island). Some are so far away that they could not be included in the above count-notably the Marvdasht plant in Iran, which seems to be recorded in the inventory at a location over 20 km southwest from the actual place of emission. The other 164 hotspots do not represent a local maximum in EDGAR and are largely underestimated compared to IASI data. There is one agricultural site (Chino, California, USA) and 69 industrial sites that can be considered completely absent from the EDGAR inventory because their fluxes are at least two orders of magnitude lower than the measurement. For most of the hotspots, it was possible to calculate yearly emission fluxes and observe their time evolution over the nine years of IASI measurements. It is noteworthy that the onset or the discontinuation of anthropogenic activity could be detected unambiguously (Fig. 4) Letter reSeArCH measurement period were found in this way, especially in Asia. NH 3 is observed, for example, above Wucaiwan (Xinjiang, China) from 2012 onwards, which coincides with the establishment of a fertilizer factory. Industrial plant closures were also detected, for example, over Bacau (Romania) and Nicaro (Cuba) in 2013. Agriculture in transition was also identified, such as the rapid expansion of poultry farms in the central coastal regions of Peru (for instance, in the Alto Laran district).
These examples show that IASI is capable of tracking the time evolution of relatively small emitters.
We have presented a detailed inventory of NH 3 hotspots using almost a decade of satellite measurements. Most hotspots are associated with either high-density animal farming or industrial fertilizer production. The prolonged measurement period made it possible to reveal all sources with a sustained emission history, including those that are either too weak or too small to be identified on shorter timescales. Satellite flux estimates for larger source regions agree with emission inventories within a factor of three, in contrast to strongly localized point sources, over which extremely large flux differences are found, irrespective of their origin. In addition, two-thirds of all the hotspots apparently do not have a corresponding local maximum in the EDGAR inventory. Our results suggest that it is necessary to revisit the input data used for traditional bottom-up NH 3 inventories and that space measurements can make an important contribution to the monitoring of ammonia emissions.
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The IASI instrument and NH 3 dataset. IASI is a passive remote-sensing instrument that operates in downward viewing geometry to measure the infrared radiation emitted by Earth and its atmosphere in the 645-2,760 cm −1 spectral range. The data used in this study are derived from the IASI instrument onboard the Metop-A platform, which was launched in 2006 in a Sun-synchronous orbit with a mean local solar overpass time of 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m. 28 . IASI has an elliptical footprint on the ground, ranging from 12 × 12 km 2 at nadir, up to 20 × 39 km 2 at its outermost viewing angle of 48°. Only measurements from the morning orbit have been used here, as IASI is generally more sensitive at this time to the atmospheric boundary layer, owing to more favourable thermal conditions 29 . The impact of the IASI overpass time on the derived fluxes was evaluated using a regional model and found to be of the order of 4% ± 8% (provided that the diurnal variability is represented realistically in the model; see the uncertainty analyses in Supplementary Information, Supplementary Figs. 2, 4 and Supplementary Table 2 ).
This work relies on the ANNI-NH 3 -v2.1R-I retrieval product and associated 2008-2016 dataset, which is described in full in ref. 30 . The retrieval algorithm is based on the calculation of a hyperspectral range index and its conversion to a NH 3 column (in molecules per square centimetre) via an artificial neural network 21 . By exploiting a broad spectral range, full advantage is taken of the hyperspectral characteristics of IASI 15, 31 . This method provides a full uncertainty budget but, in contrast to constrained approaches, no information on the vertical sensitivity of each measurement (averaging kernels). To be able to properly assess interannual variability and trends, the retrieval relies on the ERA-Interim reanalysis 32 for its meteorological input data (temperature, pressure and water vapour profiles). Information on cloud coverage is provided for each IASI observation within the IASI level 2 product that is disseminated by EUMETSAT in near-real time 33 .
Only measurements with a cloud fraction below 10% are retained. We note that until 3 March 2010, cloud fractions were not provided for all observations, resulting in reduced data availability and noisier distributions before this date (this is noticeable, for example, in Extended Data Fig. 4 , especially for Torreón, where the distribution is more homogeneous after 2010). As no reliable variable global NH 3 vertical profiles can be obtained from measurements and as the choice was made to keep the analyses free from model input, a fixed vertical profile was used for the retrieval. Although validation 34, 35 and cross-comparison 29 studies have already excluded the existence of substantial biases in the IASI NH 3 products, in the Supplementary Information we explicitly show that the choice of vertical profile cannot realistically affect the conclusions of this study (see the uncertainty analyses and Supplementary Fig. 4) . Differences between columns derived with a fixed vertical profile (baseline) and columns derived using variable modelled profiles are of the order of 2% ± 24% on a global scale, but may be substantially larger for individual locations linked to regional differences in meteorological mixing and recirculation.
Apart from the NH 3 measurements provided by IASI, three other NH 3 satellite products exist, from the instruments TES 14 , AIRS 36 and CrIS
16
. The overall methodology applied in this study could readily be applied to the last two datasets. The TES data however, would be less suitable because the spatial coverage of TES is too limited. It should also be noted that the NH 3 datasets from the other instruments are based on retrieval algorithms that use a priori information. To obtain unbiased flux estimates, more sophisticated flux calculations (for example, full formal inversion using atmospheric models) would be required. If these datasets would be taken at face value, we speculate that the inventory of hotspots and source regions would not be substantially different. However, the resulting fluxes would probably be even larger than those reported here, as preliminary intercomparisons have shown that retrieved columns are typically higher, partly because all of these instruments make early-afternoon measurements. The global nine-year IASI average. The most widely used methods for averaging scattered satellite data rely on interpolation or binning on a rectangular latitude-longitude grid with a cell size comparable to the spatial resolution of the instrument. For IASI this is typically 0.125°, 0.25°, 0.5° or coarser. However, such approaches only take into account the location of the centre of the observation and not its spatial extent. Oversampling methods 18 allow us to obtain averages at a much higher resolution and have already proven to be very successful in the study of NO 2 , SO 2, HCHO and CO sources [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . These approaches exploit the fact that the location, shape and orientation of the satellite footprint on the ground varies from one orbit to another, so that by sacrificing temporal information, additional information can be obtained on the spatial distribution. This is akin to tomographic reconstruction in which multiple two-dimensional measurements from different angles are used to obtain a single three-dimensional measurement. Here we have adopted an oversampling technique very similar to the one applied for the averaging of NO 2 data from OMI 37 . A grid size of 0.01° × 0.01° was chosen over the area ranging from 70° S to 70° N. For each observation, the footprint on the ground was calculated for IASI 46 and, for computational reasons, approximated as an ellipse on a rectangular latitude-longitude grid. All measurements that cover a given cell were included in the calculation of the cell-averaged value. To account for differences in the footprint size, the averaging was performed with a weight inversely proportional to the area of each footprint. In previous work on NO 2 37 , the weight of each measurement, in addition to the area, includes another term that is related to the measurement error. Here such a term was not added because the dynamic range of both the NH 3 column and its associated error is so large that weighing with either the relative or absolute error biases the average considerably 15, 21, 30 . However, obviously erroneous measurements were excluded with an outlier test: for each measurement, the mean and standard deviation of all measurements within a 1° × 1° box were calculated, and the measurement was considered an outlier if it was more than 10 standard deviations from the average. In total, 0.014% of the measurements were excluded in this way. As an illustration of the method, an average of two days of IASI NH 3 measurements is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2 . Because of cloud cover and the varying satellite sensitivity, not all periods of the year are sampled equally. However, analysis with an alternative approach, in which each month is assigned the same weight (see the uncertainty analyses in the Supplementary Information and Supplementary Fig. 4) , reveals that the effect on the global distribution is modest, with emission estimates 4% ± 7% lower in the monthly based average.
The oversampling approach exploits all the spatial information contained within the measurement, without making any assumptions on, for example, the smoothness of the measured data. This is particularly useful for averaging measured data of a short-lived species such as NH 3 , which exhibits sharp gradients close to its sources. Extended Data Fig. 3 compares an oversampled average (right; 0.01° × 0.01°) with a more traditional binned average (left; 0.25° × 0.25°) for the Nile Delta and Valley using the entire nine-year dataset. The figure demonstrates the considerable increase achieved in spatial resolution. Of particular relevance to this study are the two point sources in the north of the Gulf of Suez (Ain Sukhna and Al-Adabiya), which can only be distinguished in the oversampled average. We note that no artificial smoothing was performed in any of the maps that are shown here and in the Supplementary Information; their smooth appearance is solely due to the applied methodology, the sensitivity of the NH 3 algorithm and the availability of a large amount of data. For future work, one direction that could be envisaged is explicitly accounting for surface winds in the averaging. In certain cases, this could facilitate the isolation and identification of the hotpots in larger source regions 45 . Identification and attribution. The identification of hotspot locations and source regions was carried out manually. Although automated ways benefit from more consistency, no satisfactory set of criteria was found that could be applied globally or even per continent. This is particularly related to the fact that in certain areas, NH 3 concentrations are much more variable or NH 3 measurements are noisier. NH 3 emitted by biomass burning can especially hamper the identification of hotspots over a large area, even on a nine-year average (for example, most of South America and western Africa). As the static EDGAR emission inventory does not include biomass-burning emissions, the choice was made to completely exclude large regions with frequent biomass-burning episodes, both for the analysis of the hotspots and the analysis of source regions. Such regions were selected on the basis of the MODIS fire product 47 ; regions with more than 2 × 10 −2 fires per square kilometre for the entire period 2008-2016 were excluded. An assessment of specific fire emission inventories using IASI-derived NH 3 emissions can be found in earlier work 48, 49 . For the manual identification of hotspots, local maxima were identified that exhibited a characteristic smoothness compatible with a single source or a cluster of closely located sources and with a magnitude clearly above background values. This led to hotspot identification of areas typically smaller than 50 km. When the position of the maximum could not be clearly identified because it was spread over a large region, the area was classified as a source region instead of a hotspot. Because the above analysis was carried out on a best-effort basis, it necessarily involved some level of arbitrariness. In addition, numerous hotspots inevitably eluded identification, especially within larger source areas. The choice was also made not to use third-party sources (reported hotspots in the literature derived from in situ measurements or modelled data), which could bias the analysis. For instance, after it emerged that IASI is able to detect a complex of geothermal power plants in the United States, we could confirm the detection of other geothermal power plant locations, like the well-documented one in the Mount Amiata area in Italy 50 . Another example is the fertilizer plant in Campana, close to Buenos Aires (Argentina), which appears on lists of NH 3 producers, and over which a small hotspot was indeed discerned a posteriori. However, its magnitude is not much larger than the hundreds of other local maxima in the region. Such hotspots that could not be identified unambiguously from the satellite data alone have therefore not been included.
After the list of hotspots and source regions was established, they were further analysed to ascertain the dominant origin of the observed NH 3 . First, visible imagery was studied with Google Earth using both its image overlay and historical imagery features. Agricultural activities (especially crop fields) exist in almost all populated places. Very frequently, where these activities looked no different in or outside the hotspot area (that is, showed no apparent signs of high-intensity animal farming), industrial sites could be spotted. So just by studying the imagery an educated guess could be made on whether industrial activity was involved or not. The high spatial resolution of the distribution proved to be invaluable here, as in many cases it allowed to pinpoint the location of the source within a few kilometres. This was less the case for sites on or near the coast, where owing to stronger winds the location of the maximum NH 3 column was sometimes observed up to 10 km away from its likely source (for example, the Nicaro mine in Cuba).
The presence of fertilizer production plants could be easily confirmed in most of the industrial cases by using a variety of publicly available inventories, in particular the IFDC Worldwide Ammonia Capacity Listing by Plant 22 , the Worldwide Syngas Database 23 and others (www.ammoniaindustry.com, www.fert.cn). Identification of the industry type was most difficult in China, where the industry is still rapidly developing and many fertilizer plants have yet to be included in these inventories. In addition, as already mentioned in the main text, fertilizer plants are often found close to other coal-related chemical industries that also emit ammonia. As soon as the presence of a fertilizer plant could be confirmed, the source was tagged as 'fertilizer industry' , even when other industrial sources were clearly present. When this was not the case, it was tagged as 'other industry'; this category included mainly chemical or steel industries 51, 52 , but also the aforementioned geothermal power plant and two nickel-cobalt mines. Two hotspots were found to be associated with fires in coalmines (near Abakan, Russia and near Jharia, India) and these were classified under 'other industry' as well.
For a handful of hotspots (6)-in particular, those located near the large cities of Mexico City (Mexico), Bamako (Mali) and Niamey (Niger)-no obvious point sources could be identified. Most of the increases observed over other megacities were found to be too diluted or mixed with sources from outside to be classified as hotspots (for example, Sao Paulo in Brazil and Shanghai in China).
In addition to the identification and source attribution, a name was assigned to each hotspot and region. This was usually the name of the nearest medium-size city or for the larger areas the name of the region, province or geographical areawhichever was deemed most appropriate. For the hotspots, the approximate coordinates of their centres were established, as well as the size of an imaginary box around them, outside which the observed concentrations fall back to background values. These data were then used for the calculation of the flux data, as outlined below. The source regions were all approximated as rectangles on the latitudelongitude grid, the coordinates of which were also recorded. Emission flux calculations. Following previous studies on NH 3 emissions from fires 49 and SO 2 sources 53 , emission fluxes (E) were calculated from the IASI NH 3 distributions with a box model that assumes stationarity and constant first-order loss terms, that is, E = M/τ. Here, M is the total mass contained within the assumed box, that is, the sum of the measured masses in each 0.01° × 0.01° grid cell. These are obtained directly from their surface area and the measured satellite average NH 3 column (in molecules per square centimetre). The effective lifetime or residence time τ of NH 3 within a given box is defined for such a model as with τ out , τ chem and τ dep the lifetimes associated with export, chemical loss and deposition, respectively. Disregarding transport out of the box, the lifetime is believed to be of the order of a few hours to a few days (see Supplementary Table 1) . In this study, the effective lifetime was set to 12 h on the basis of the limited data available in the literature. Using a set lifetime is a limitation of the method, as deposition rates and chemical losses are highly variable. The lifetime of NH 3 depends on the presence of other pollutants, meteorological variables (water vapour, clouds and temperature), winds (atmospheric mixing and recirculation) and the NH 3 column itself. In addition, the bidirectional nature of NH 3 surface-atmosphere fluxes can have a large and highly variable contribution 55 . For many of the hotspots, there can be substantial transport out of the box, in which case the effective lifetime is smaller than 12 h. Given the average size of the boxes, the IASI flux estimates derived in this way are more likely to be underestimated than overestimated. For specific remote sites, however, 12 h could be too short. Therefore, to account for these uncertainties, fluxes were also calculated using lifetimes of 1 h and 48 h to provide conservative upper-and lower-bound flux estimates; the corresponding values are shown as error bars in Fig. 3 . In addition, it is worth noting that analyses of temporal variability in emissions mostly do not depend on NH 3 retrieval or inverse model assumptions and hence are better constrained than the absolute fluxes. This is illustrated, for instance, in Fig. 4 . Although other, more sophisticated methods are available 56 , which can also estimate the effective lifetime from the data, an advantage of the box model is that it does not rely on external wind data.
More importantly, it is also applicable to both clusters of point sources and source areas, for which most of the other methods cannot be used.
Emissions for the larger source areas were calculated directly according to E = M/τ. For the hotspots, a background column was first subtracted from the NH 3 columns, so as to include only the emission fluxes of the point sources that are responsible for the hotspots. The background column was estimated as the 10th percentile of all the 0.01° × 0.01° average columns in the box around the hotspot. Other choices, such as the 5th or 15th percentile, are equally defendable. In the Supplementary Information (see the uncertainty analyses and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) , we show that these alternative choices alter the fluxes by −18% ± 7% (5th percentile) and 14% ± 5% (15th percentile). The background correction is illustrated in the Supplementary Information for all the hotspots mentioned in the main text.
Emission fluxes were also calculated from the EDGAR v4.3.1 inventory 10, 57 to compare with our satellite-based emission estimates. For 2010, the inventory is provided at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° and separated into 17 sectors. Because the inventory provides emissions, only minor manipulation of the data was needed. The inventory was first regridded to the 0.01° × 0.01° resolution of the IASI averages. For the source regions, EDGAR fluxes were then summed over the entire box and over all sectors. For the hotspots, only the fluxes of the cells that contain the assumed dominant point sources were considered because the satellite fluxes were calculated to represent only these. Those cells were determined as the largest 10th percentile cells of all the 0.01° × 0.01° averaged observed columns in the box. As can be seen in the six-panel figures in the Supplementary Information (pages 2-29; the cells considered are located inside the black contour), this gives a reasonable approximation of what cells should be taken into account. Then, depending on the assigned source category, emissions found in the selected grid cells were added to obtain an estimated emission total of the dominant point sources in the box. We note that emissions from industry included the following sectors: power industry, oil refineries, transformation industry, combustion for manufacturing, process emissions during production and application, and solid waste and wastewater.
For several reasons, EDGAR may underestimate fluxes over hotspots even more than shown in Fig. 3 . First, as explained above, the average effective lifetime is probably smaller than the 12 h used, leading to an underestimation of the IASIderived flux (Supplementary Information). Second, IASI NH 3 measurements are more likely to underestimate NH 3 columns than to overestimate them because, depending on the thermal contrast, IASI (as any other infrared instrument) can be blind to the lower layer of the atmosphere, where NH 3 is emitted. Early validation efforts have also indicated that the IASI NH 3 measurements tend to underestimate ambient NH 3 concentrations, even when there is sufficient sensitivity 34, 35 . Third, in the methodology presented, background emissions are not removed for the flux calculations from EDGAR. For instance, for the flux estimate over a feedlot, the total flux still includes the contribution of other agricultural activities within the cells considered.
